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Abstract. Hole and magnon spectral functionsof the 2D ¢-J model are self-consistently calculated

from a set of Dyson’sequations for the hole concentrationsz < 0.3. ForJ < ¢, itisshown that near

z = 0.05 the hole spectrum changes drastically, acquiring features of a weakly correlated spectrum.

This change is accompanied by the entering of the chemical potential u into a sharp maximum of

the density of states. With z increasing the maximum moves together with u upto z =~ 0.15

and then lags behind. This concentration is also distinctive in that the Fermi surface becomes a

simply connected surface and the overdamped magnons which appear near z = 0.02 occupy the

widest region in k space. Besides, a limiting frequency of usual magnons passes through a minimum

here. Significant deviations from the normal Fermi liquid, which partly resemble the marginal Fermi

liquid, are observed for x > 0.05.

Key words: high-T, superconductivity, ¢-J model.

The extended Hubbard model ['] and the related ¢-J model are

widely accepted for the description of CuO, planes of cuprate perovskites.
Keeping in mind a comparison with the experiment and the investigation
of superconductivity, a consideration of these models for moderate hole

concentrations is of special interest. In this paper such a consideration is
carried out on the basis of the spin-wave approximation [* 3]. It allows
one to investigate the lattices which are large enough to avoid finite-size

effects [*]. On the other hand, the approximation has been shownto be

remarkably accurate in the description of the properties of both undoped
and lightly doped crystals [>~7].

As has been shown previously [* ?], for the parameters ['°] which
are adequate for La,CuQO,, the extended Hubbard Hamiltonian can be

transformed to the ¢{-J Hamiltonian. In е spin—-wave approximation the

latter can be written in the form [? * 7]

H = Z(gkk'hif(hk—k'bk' + HC) + ngb{(bk, (1)
kk’ k
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where hi‘( is the fermion creation operator of a hole with the wave vector

k in the classical Neel state |V) which is the vacuum state for the boson

spin-wave operator bx. With good accuracy these two operators can be

considered as independent for the states of interest [*]. In Egq. (1), wg =

2J4/1 — 4} is the unperturbed magnon frequency with the superexchange
constant J and v, = [cos(k.a) + cos(kya)]/2, a is the intersite distance

which is taken as the unit of length. The interaction constant окк =

—4(эк-к’чк + экок’)/У/М comprises the effective hopping constant ¢

and the number of sites N, uy = cosh(ag), vx = —sinh(ag), ax =

In[(l47k)/(1—")]/4. Terms of the static hole interaction and of the spin—-
bond softening near holes [”* °] are omitted in Eq. (1) since their influence

is small for the considered hole concentrations. This point will be discussed

later in more detail.

For the considered low temperatures, the zero-temperature hole and

magnon Green’s functions, G(k,t — К) = —i(Thk(t)hl(t')) and

D(k,t —t') = —i(Tby(t)bl(t')), canbe used, whereTis the time ordering
operator. The related hole and magnon spectral functions, A(kw) =

-ImG(kw)/r and B(kw) = -—lmD(kw)/m, are calculated from the

following set of Dyson’s equations ['']:

W — /

—X gr / ао 1а С(К —К,ш — w') Im D(k'w'),
k!

0 T

ImP(kw) = Yorw>8
-У д кк / “ ImGk - K,w+w') x

к' 0 т

xlmD(k'w'), for u > w,

ReD(kw) = P/ do sgn(w’—p) ImB(kw)
-0 T w — w

(2)

2
H dw' / / / /Zk;gk‚k/”_w —

ImG(k',w+w')ImG(K' - ko),

ImM(kw) = „_wdfg‚“‘”"’
Уд f 2 mG(k'sw+w)lmG(k' —k),
k p т

for w < 0,

Rerliku) — в[° «НН
-oo N W — “

where X(kw) and II(kw) are the hole and the magnon self-energies,
G(kw) = [w - Z(kw)]™", D(kw) = [w — wp — I(kw)]7', w is the

chemical potential of holes. On derivation of Egs. (2) vertex corrections

were neglected, which is usually referred to as the self-consistent Born
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approximation ['2]. The smallness of these corrections for z « 1

was demonstrated in ['']. Since normal-state properties are considered,
anomalous Green'’s functions are not included in Egs. (2).

This set of equations was solved iteratively on a discrete mesh of k

and w points. A 20 x 20 lattice was used. On the basis of the estimated

parameters ['°] of La,CuQj, the effective superexchange constant J = 0.2

was selected (here and below all energy parameters are given in units of

t). In this case the main part of A(kw) is in the frequency range from —5
to 4. This spectral function was computed on 400 equally spaced points
in this range, while the magnon spectral function B(kw) was computed in

the range from —0.4 to 0.8 (the limiting frequency of unperturbed magnons
2J = 0.4). An artificial broadening n = 0.015 was introduced into Green’s

functions to make the iterative procedure stable.

A principal conclusion following from the results obtained is a sharp
change of the character of the hole energy spectrum near z = 0.05 (the
hole concentration is calculated from the chemical potential according to

т = Yk [t dwlmG(k,w)/mN). Figure 1 demonstrates this statement

for one of the wave vectors. |
For z <0.05 A(kw) is similar to the one obtained for а solitary hole [*]

(the uppermost curve in Fig. 1). The spectra contain a series of maxima

corresponding to quasiparticle states forming narrow energy bands with

Fig. 1. The hole spectral function A(kw). Curves 1 to 3 correspond toz = 0.005, 0.058, and 0.252

(u = —2.6, —2.4, and —1.7, respectively); k = (0,7), J = 0.2, n = 0.015. The dotted lines

indicate the zero levels of the spectral function, the scale is arbitrary.
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bandwidths of the order of J. When z approaches 0.05, the major part of

these maxima disappears and for larger concentrations only two or three
maxima, depending onk and, тетат. On plotting the central frequencies
of these maxima versus the wave vector, the energy structure shown in

Fig. 2 is obtained. Excluding the uppermost curve, it can be seen that

the remaining curves are similar in their shape to two energy bands of

uncorrelated carriers with nearest neighbour hopping in a lattice with a

doubled period. Naturally, in comparison with the bands spanning the

energy range from —4 to4, the bands in Fig. 2 are significantly distorted. In

particular, instead of the zero-frequency portion of the uncorrelated bands,
which is positioned along the boundary of the magnetic Brillouin zone, the

obtained curves have a weakly dispersive portion which remains near the
chemical potential, moving together with it, up to the largest considered

concentration z = 0.294 (u = —1.5). However, in spite of these

differences, as in the uncorrelated case, the bands are characterized by
bandwidths of the order of ?. Thus, in a comparatively narrow range of

concentrations near z = 0.05 a transition takes place from heavy to much

lighter carriers.

At the same time, for x > 0.05 spectra retain some features of low-

concentration spectra. Among them is the uppermost band in Fig. 2 which

has a prototype in the latter spectra. The common portion of the two lower

bands, which is positioned near и, can simultaneously be considered as the
second feature ofthe kind. This portion is formed by sharp maxima which

Fig. 2. Energy bands at z = 0.252. The horizontal dotted line shows the position of the chemical

potential.
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originate from the lowest maxima of low-concentration spectra. For the

z which are only slightly larger than 0.05, this portion of the bands has

extensions beyond the “weakly correlated” bands and hence retains features

of a separate band.

This coexistence of the properties of weakly and strongly correlated

systems observed for x > 0.05, can be related to the establishment of the

short-range antiferromagnetic ordering induced by doping. In accordance

with the previous [!'] and the present calculations this takes place near

x = 0.02. In the long-range order, which exists at smaller z, any jump of a

hole on a neighbouring site leads to the creation or destruction of a magnon
(see Eg. (1)). As a result, there appears a spin polaron with a substantial

magnon cloud around a hole and narrow bands. A deviation from this ideal

ordering such as the short-range order reveals underlying wider energy
bands contained in the Hamiltonian (recall that the hole transport term in

Eg. (1) was obtained from the nearest neighbour hopping term of the /-./

Hamiltonian with the hopping constant ).

In the used spin-wave description the destruction of the long-range
order mentioned is related to the appearance of overdamped magnons
near the I' and M points of the Brillouin zone ['']. This behaviour

is illustrated by Fig. 3. For a wave vector from the vicinity of the Г

point and a sufficiently large concentration the magnon spectral function

contains a band whose central frequency is much smaller than its width

(curves 2 to 4). Thus, the corresponding excitation has a nearly purely
imaginary frequency. Such excitations do not appear in a periphery of the

magnetic Brillouin zone. To appreciate the relation between the destruction

of the long-range order and the overdamped magnons, let us note that

their appearance means that the respective magnon occupation numbers

become indefinite. This fact indicates that the spin—wave approximation
in itself becomes inapplicable for certain ranges in the crystal. Their size

and shape depend on the size and shape of the regions in the reciprocal
space where overdamped magnons are located. For = which are only
slightly above 0.02 the sizes of these regions around the I' and M points
are approximately equal to kr, the Fermi momentum measured from the

momentum of the ground state (7/2, 7/2) ['']. This means that the spin—-
wave approximation is applicable for the regions of a direct space with

sizes smaller than ¢ ~ k7' and inapplicable for larger regions. In turn,
this means that there is no correlation between the alignment of spins
over a distance larger than £. In this picture overdamped or relaxational

magnons can be related to a stochastic relative movement of quantization
axes in the regions of the size £. Thus, the appearance of such magnons
at some critical concentration of holes means the destruction of the long-
range antiferromagnetic order, presumed by the spin—~wave approximation,
and the emergence of a short-range order with the instantaneous spin
correlation length ¢ ~ kr' = a//z. This dependence of the in-plane
correlation length on the concentration has earlier been observed for small
zin La2-»Sr»CuO4 [ !4].
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Since the system considered is a two-dimensional one, for which the

long-range antiferromagnetic ordering is known [!°] tobe impossible for

any nonzero temperature, the following additional remarks should be made.

For the temperatures T « J/kg =~ 1000 K the correlation length
determined by temperature fluctuations is exponentially large ['], &° —

exp(J/kpT), much larger than £. Thus, the appearance of overdamped
magnons means a drastic decrease of the in-plane spin correlation length.
Taking into account that due to a small value of the interplane exchange
constant ['*] large 2D regions of ordered s?ins play the crucial role in

establishing the 3D long-range ordering ['°], the critical concentration

for the appearance of overdamped magnons can be related to the hole

concentration destroying the 3D long-range ordering in a crystal. It is worth

noting that the obtained value, z =~ 0.02, is really close to the one derived

experimentally ['* % 17}, This point was discussed in more detail in [''].
For x <0.03 the branch of overdamped magnons coexists with the usual

magnon branch in the small regions of the Brillouin zone mentioned. This

coexistence manifests itself in two well-resolved maxima in the spectral
function (curve 2 in Fig. 3). For larger concentrations these maxima

coalesce gradually (curves 3 and 4) and the portion of the usual magnon
branch disappears near the I' and M points. With x increasing ор Ю

0.15 the regions of the Brillouin zone occupied by overdamped magnons

Fig. 3. The magnon spectral function B(kw). k = (0, 7/10); curves 1 to 4 correspondto z = 0.01,
0.022, 0.045 (u = —2.52, —2.47, —2.45), and 0.252, respectively.
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continue to grow. Accordingly, the spin correlation length £ continues to

decrease. For x > 0.15 this growth is altered with a slow decrease with the

respective weak increase of £. A similar behaviour of the spin correlation

length, starting at somewhat smaller concentrations, has been observed in

Laz_, (Ba, Sl‘)„CUO‘g ['4].
The obtained magnon spectral function demonstrates a significant

softening of the usual magnon branch with the increase of z up tox X

0.15 where the limiting frequency of this branch is approximately three

times smaller than 2.J. For larger concentrations the softening is altered

by a growing rigidity. It should be noted, however, that the boundary
concentration, z =~ 0.15, can be somewhat changed by holding the term

of the spin-bond softening near a hole [’] in Hamiltonian (1). This term

is local and for spatially uniform states its influence can be approximately
taken into account by introducing the factor (1 — z) into the second term in

the right-hand side of Eq. (1). Since the obtained boundary concentration

is small, only a minor correction to its value can be expected. However, for

larger concentrations this process will lead to a new magnon softening with
a growing damping and, finally, to a complete destruction of the magnon
branch.

The concentration x = 0.15 is also distinctive in the circumstance that

near it the Fermi surface becomes a simply connected surface. For this

and smaller concentrations the Fermi surface has a considerable scope for

nesting.
The hole density of states p(w) = sgn(w — u) Xı ImG(k,w)/T is

depicted in Fig. 4 for several values of z. This quantity has a pronounced
maximum connected with the lowest spin polaron band in the case = <0.05
and with states near the boundary of the magnetic Brillouin zone for larger
concentrations. As noted above, this part of the energy surface originates
from the band and therefore partly retains its large spectral intensity. On

the other hand, this portion contains a van Hove singularity, the saddle

point, which is analogous to that of uncorrelated bands. Thus, for z > 0.05

the maximum is contributed from these two sources. From Fig. 4 it can

be seen that starting from z =~ 0.05 the chemical potential falls on the

maximum. Together with y the maximum is shifted to higher frequencies.
As a consequence, the chemical potential is kept in the maximum in a

considerable range of concentrations, approximately up to z = 0.15. Near

this concentration the density of states at u reaches its peak. After this the

maximum begins to lag behind the chemical potential.
This result is a clear argument in favour of the van Hove scenario for

superconductivity (see ['®] and references therein). However, it should

be borne in mind that the maximum in the density of states is only partly
connected with the van Hove singularity. The obtained characteristic

concentrations, ¢ = 0.05 and x = 0.15, in accordance with this

scenario corresponding to a minimal concentration for superconductivity
and to maximal 7., are in reasonable agreement with experiment on

La,_,Sr,CuO,4 ['* '*l°]. The results of ['°], obtained for this crystal,
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apparently confirm е fact that the density of states at / goes through a

maximum simultaneously with T, near z = 0.16.

In conclusion, let us discuss some general properties of the hole

ensemble. For extremely small hole concentrations it can easily be seen

fromEgs. (2) that near the Fermi level Im X ~ (w — u)?, the result which

is inherent for a normal Fermi liquid ['?]. Perceptible deviations from this

behaviour start near z = 0.05. The dependence can approximately be
described by the power law with an exponent which is a trifle over unity for
x <0.15 and slightly below it for larger concentrations. Thus, for z > 0.05

holes cease tobe a normal Fermi liquid. The proximity of the obtained

dependence, Im ¥(w), to the linear one makes the hole ensemble similar to

the marginal Fermi liquid [*°]. However, thereare two essential differences

from the basic concept of [2°]. Firstly, the slopes below and above the Fermi

level are, in general, substantially different and, secondly, there is a strong
dependence of the hole damping on k.

In summary, hole and magnon spectral functions of the 2D t-J model

were self-consistently calculated for the hole concentrations x <0.3. It

was shown that there exist four ranges of concentrations characterized by
qualitatively different spectra. In the first range, z < 0.02, the spectra are

similar to the ones obtained for a solitary hole having narrow bands of spin
polarons. In the second range, 0.02 < x < 0.05, a branch of overdamped
magnons reveals itself in the magnon spectral function, indicating the

Fig. 4. The hole densityof states. Curves 1 to4correspondto z = 0.005, 0.045, 0.11 (д = —2.25),
and 0.252, respectively. The dotted lines indicate the zero levels. The arrows show the positions of

the chemical potential.
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destruction of the long-range antiferromagnetic order. At z x 0.05, at

the beginning of the third range, the hole spectrum changes drastically,
acquiring the features of a weakly correlated spectrum. It is characterized

by a considerably smaller effective mass of carriers and a sharp maximum

of the density of states which falls on the chemical potential. This situation

clearly promotes superconductivity. In this range pronounced deviations

in the behaviour of the hole ensemble from a normal Fermi liquid are

observed. Ор 10 the upper concentration of this range, z = 0.15,
the k-space region occupied by overdamped magnons grows, while the

frequencies of usual magnons decrease considerably. At the beginning of
the fourth range the Fermi surface becomes a simply connected surface.

With z increasing the sharp maximum in the density of states begins
to move away from the chemical potential, the region of overdamped
magnons becomes narrower and usual magnon frequencies grow.
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ELEMENTAARERGASTUSTE UMBERNORMIMINE

LEGEERIMISEGA t-J MUDELIS

Aleksei SERMAN, Michael SCHREIBER

Aukude kontsentratsiooni intervalli x < 0, 3 jaoks on isekooskolali-

selt arvutatud vaskperovskiitide kahemootmelise ¢ - J mudeli aukude ja
magnonite spektraalsed funktsioonid. Juhu J « ¢ puhul on ndidatud, et

kontsentratsiooni z = 0, 05 iimbruses muutub jirsult aukude energeetiline
spekter, omandades norgalt korreleeritud siisteemile iseloomulikke jooni.
Sama kontsentratsiooni korral saavad mirgatavaks aukude ansambli oluli-

sed erinevused Fermi vedelikust, meenutades osalt marginaalset Fermi ve-

delikku. Kontsentratsioonil z ~ 0, 05 siseneb keemiline potentsiaal olekute

tiheduse teravasse maksimumi. Olekute tiheduskeemilisel potentsiaalil saa-

vutab maksimumi, kui z = 0, 15, ja kahaneb kiiresti z > 0,25 puhul.
Fermi pind muutub iihelisidusaks z = 0, 15 korral. Aukude spektri nime-

tatud muutused on seotud antiferromagnetilise kaugkorrastuse kadumise ja
lihikorrastuse tekkega x = 0,02 korral. Ulesumbunud magnonite tiien-

dava haru tekkimine nimetatud kontsentratsioonil on selle faasisiirde vil-

jenduseks magnonite spektris. z &~ 0, 15 korral on nende magnonite poolt
héivatud k-ruumi piirkond maksimaalne, harilike magnonite piirsagedus
aga minimaalne.

ПЕРЕНОРМИРОВКА ЭЛЕМЕНТАРНЫХ ВОЗБУЖДЕНИЙ
1-/-МОДЕЛИ С ДОПИРОВАНИЕМ

Алексей ШЕРМАН, Михаэль ШРАЙБЕР

Для интервала концентраций дырок х < 0,3 самосогласованно

вычислены дырочные и магнонные спектральные функции двумерной
{-/-модели купратных перовскитов. Для случая / << { показано, что

вблизи концентрации х = 0,05 энергетический спектр дырок резко
меняется, приобретая черты спектра слабокоррелированной системы.

При этой же концентрации становятся заметными существенные
отличия ансамбля дырок от жидкости Ферми, отчасти напоминающие

маргинальную жидкость Ферми. При х = 0,05 химический потенциал

дырок входит в резкий максимум плотности состояний. Плотность
состояний на химическом потенциале достигает максимума при
х = 0,15 и быстро убываетдля х > 0,25. Поверхность Ферми становится

односвязной при х = 0,15. Указанные изменения дырочного спектра
связаны с разрушением дальнего антиферромагнитного порядка и

установлением ближнего при х = 0,02. Возникновение дополнительной
ветви передемпфированных магнонов при указанной концентрации

служит проявлением этого фазового перехода в магнонном спектре.
При х = 0,15 область К-пространства, занимаемая этими магнонами,

максимальна, а предельная частота обычных магнонов - минимальна.
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	SILVER IMPURITIES IN CUBIC METAL FLUORIDES. JAHN-TELLER EFFECTS IN 4d95s1 AND 4d9 MULTIPLETS
	Absorption spectrum, T=lOK. SrF,:Ag*, plate of 2,2 mm thickness. Spectral decomposition into elementary gaussian bands (---- experimental, — fitted spectrum). Insert: absorption spectrum of a SrF,:Ag* plate (3.2 mm) at T =3OO, 90 K.
	Untitled

	THE BERRY PHASE OF ANE Oe SYSTEM
	DISTORTIONS OF VACANCY COMPLEXES IN n-GaAs AND THEIR REORIENTATION UNDER UNIAXIAL STRESS
	Fig. 1. Spectra of photoluminescence related to Ga vacancy-donor complexes in GaAs:Te (/), GaAs:S (2), GaAs:Sn (3), and GaAs:Si (4). T=2 K.
	Fig. 2. Spectral dependences of the polarization ratio in the 1.18 eV-band of photoluminescence under uniaxial pressure for GaAs:Te (/), GaAs:S (2), GaAs:Sn (3), and GaAs:Si (4). Т= 2 К. a, Pl [loo] ;5, Pl [lll] .P: la, 2a, 3a, 4a, 4b -8 kbar; Ib, 2b, 3b — 10 kbar.
	Untitled
	Fig. 3. Dependences of the polarization ratio at iw = 1.18 eV on the applicd pressure for GaAs:Te (1), GaAs:S (2), GaAs:Sn (3) and GaAs:Si (4). a,c, P Il [loo] ; 6.4, Pl [lll] . T(K): a, b, 2; с, а, 77.
	Untitled
	Fig. 4. Calculated dependences of the integrated polarization ratio on the applied pressure for VGaDas (@, b) and Vg,Dg, (. d). а, с, Р || B[loo] ‚Б а, Р|| [lll] . Т(К): / -6, 2 – 77. Values of parameters: deformation potential constants: B = —O.B ¢V, D = —2 eV; spin-orbit splitting: 150 meV; splitting of initial p state due to fixed distortion: -38 meV for Vg,Das, —23 meV for VGaDga; splitting of initial p state due to reorienting distortion: 150 meV.
	Untitled
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	Fig. 5. Characteristic orientations of a Vg,Dg, complex under the external pressure, directed along the [lll] axis (a, &) and the calculated changes in the energies (E) of the emitting state for different complex configurations (c, d). The arrows 14 identify the directions of the reorientable distortion, related to adiabatic potential minima 1-4, shown schematically in 5¢ and 54 for P=o and P = 10 kbar. For the calculation of E(P) for a V,Dg, complex the values of complex parameters of Fig. 4 have been used.
	Fig. 6. Dependences of the polarization ratio at #® = (.95 ¢V on the applicd pressure for GaAs:Te (1), GaAs:S (2), GaAs:Sn (3), and GaAs:Si (4). a,c, P || [loo] ; 6.4, Pl [lll] . T(K): a 5, 2; c, d, 17.
	Characterization of the samples under investigation

	PHOTOINDUCED INSTABILITY OF MnO4 MOLECULARDEFECTS IN POTASSIUM IODIDE
	Fig. 1. Unpolarized first-order resonant Raman spectrum of KI:MnO, at 5 K excited at &. = 2.4093 eV, showing intramolecular and localized vibrations. The weak structures at 32.5, 99.9, and 120.8 meV (not labelled) are due to higher-order scattering processes (2vloc, 2vs, Vi + Vioc).
	Fig. 2. Time dependence of the vy Raman scattering intensity at different temperatures. The excitation photon energy £, = 2.4093 eV. The cxcitation power was 20 mW before and after bleaching and 400 mW during bleaching. All intensities are normalized to the incident lascr power (see the text).
	Fig. 3. Time dependence of the vi Raman scattering intensity at different bleaching powers. 7° = 50 K. The intensities are normalized to the incident power which was 20 mW before and after bleaching and otherwise as indicated.
	Fig. 4. Optical absorption of KI:MnO; around the zero-vibrational transition N = 0 at 50 K before (a) and after (b) bleaching together with the differences curve (c). The sample thickness is 2.5 mm. The bleaching was accomplished at 7 = 50 K with 300 mW from a dye laser (Er, = 2.040 eV), the absorption was measured with 0.3 mW. The inset shows the 'A; — 'T, absorption band of KI:MnO7 at 5 К over a larger spectral range.

	INVESTIGATION OF VIBRONIC INTERACTION OF Cu(II) lONS IN CsMgCl3 SINGLE CRYSTAL
	Fig. 1. Orientations of the Z-axes of {g} tensor (at low temperature)
	Fig. 2. Experimental spectra of CsMgCl3:Cu2*.
	Fig. 3. Dependences of simulated spectra (SLE model) on the frequency of random jumps v (Hz) : a, 107; b, 108; c, 10%2; a, 1084; e, 1085; f, 1088; g. 10%; A, 10'9; ;, 101
	Fig. 4. Dependences of two low-ficld hyperfine lines on 31°/A valuce

	DYNAMICS OF JAHN-TELLER IONS IN LAYERED OXIDES
	Fig. 1. Concentration dependence of LaSrAl,_,Cu,O4 lattice constants.
	Fig. 2. EPR spectrum of LaSrAlgggNig 1004, T=293 K, v=35.6 GHz: a, experimental spectrum; b, simulated spectrum.
	Fig. 3. EPR spectrum of LaSrAlo 9gNig.0204, v =9.32 GHz. a, b, experimental spectra at T=2so K and T=7o K, respectively; c, d, the corresponding simulated spectra.
	Fig. 4. Adiabatic potential of NiOg complexes in the case of a tetragonally extended octahedron for the following values of lz“el/ (2B) : a, 5.5; b, 7.5; c, 12.5.
	Fig. 5. EPR spectra of LaSrAl,_,Cu,O4, T=293K; v =35.14 GHz. a, x=0.02; b, х = 0.10.
	Fig. 6. EPR spectra of LaSrAlg.99oCuo. 1004 v =9.48 GHz. Solid lines — experimental; dashed lines ---- theoretical. a, T=293 K, Kı =0.40; b, T=3OK, K;=0.39; c, T=4.2 K, Kır = 0.09.
	Fig. 7. Adiabatic potential of CuOg complexes in the cases of (a) a tetragonally extended octahedron, (b) an octahedron deformed by the hole delocalized on four-plane oxygen ions, and (c) distortions of the complex at the corresponding minima of the adiabatic potential.
	Fig. 8. Structure of a ferromagnetic cluster in a CuO, layer.

	ORIGIN OF GAP ANISOTROPY AND PHONON RENORMALIZATION
	Fig. 1. Gap function at T' = 0 for Eg. (3) with W = —0.19, V 2 = —0.34, 4’ = —2.22. Energies are in meV. Equipotentials are shown in the (k,, ky) plane.
	Fig. 2. Gap function at T' = 0 for Eg. (3) with V; = —0.29, V 2 = —0.52, w = —1.35. Energies are in meV.
	Fig. 3. Gap function at T' = 0 for Eq. (13) with V. = —0.46, w = —1.35 and « = 0.3. Energies are in meV.
	Fig. 4. Gap function at T' = 0 for Eq. (13) with V. = —0.29, u’ = —2.22 and x = 0.3. Energies are in meV.
	Fig. 5. Real part of dw,o at T = O for an isotropic s-wave (solid line), an anisotropic s-wave (dashed line), and the anisotropic d-wave (short-dashed line) case. The respective parameters are (@) Vo = —0.248, Vi = 0, (b) Vo = V) = —0.15 with u' ~ —2.22,and (c) Vo = 0, V| = —0.299 with 4’ = —1.35. Amaux = 17.6meV in each case.
	Fig. 6. The imaginary part of Šww at T = 0 corresponding to the three situations of Fig. 5

	TWO-BAND ELECTRON-PHONON INTERACTION IN FULLERENE IN THE BOND-CHARGE MODEL
	Untitled
	Fig. 1. The stretching vibrational frequencies (cxpressed in wavenumbers; A) and the electronic levels (C) of Ce calculated with a four-parameter stretching BCM and a four-parameter LCMO tight-binding model, respectively. The present approximated levels are compared with the vibrational levels calculated by Onida and Benedck (B; ['°]) апа Ше п ¢clectronic levels by Troullicr and Martins (D; ['2]), respectively. Note that there are 90 stretching vibrational modes (A) as compared 10 the 180 modes of the whole spectrum (B; here 37 modes below 496 cm™' arc not shown). л

	DYNAMICS OF PHASE SEPARATION IN La2CuO4+, PROBED BY MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY EXPERIMENTS
	Fig. 1. Magnetization of an ’as-prepared’ La2Cu044.5 samplc as a function of temperature. The starting temperatures T, to which the sample was quenched from room temperature are indicated. The uppermost curve was obtained after quenching the sample to 5K and slowly heating it to room temperature. Beginning from the lowest data sct cach curve was shifted upwards by a valuc of 5х 1077 ети в' сотрагей 10 Шс preceding onc. The measuring field was 90 G, the arrows indicatc the direction of the temperature change during the measurcment.
	Fig. 2. Dependence of the diamagnetic signal of an ’as-preparcd’ La2CuO44s sample ( z 0.01) on the temperature 7., at which the sample was cquilibrated aficr having been quenched from room temperature to T.,. The diamagnetic signal was probed at the indicated temperatures, 7'y . Equilibration time intervals (i.e. the period for which the sample was held at T.,), At, at 7., were 10 min (a) and 1 h (b).
	Fig. 3. Recovery of magnetization at TmMm=sK of a La2CuO44s ( z 0.04) sample probed in an isochronal annealing experiment at Tan = 170 K and 220 K. Magnetization (e) was measured at 100 G. The full line is a fit with an exponential law with the time constants 7(170 K)=37oos and 7(220K)=1805.
	Fig. 4. The time constants 7(7an) as a function of the anncaling temperature at which the samples were repeatedly annealed as derived from the isochronal anncaling experiments (cf. cxamples in Fig. 3). Differcnt symbols rcfer to different samples: x, B ’as – prepared’ (6 = 0.01); o loaded with cxcess oxygen at 600 °C in a 700 bar oxygen atmosphere 6 = 0.04.
	Fig. 5. The difference AM of the diamagnetic signals measured at Ty = 5 K after equilibration at T.q for 1 h and 10min, i.e. the difference of the lowermost curves of Fig.2 (M(At = 1h- At = 10 min, T,4). The solid line is a fit with the difference of two exponentials as described in the text.

	MAGNETIC EXCITATIONS IN LOW-DOPED CuO2 LAYERS
	Fig. 1. A schematic sketch of the smallest magnetic polaron formed in the AF-ordered CuO; planc via doping with an additional hole. The arrows indicate the main direction of spins only.
	Fig. 2. The measured magnetic susceptibility xg versus temperature for various doping concentrations according to [7].
	Fig. 3. Localized dispersionless states that split up from the AF magnon band (hatched region) for an external magnetic field of Ho/Jo = 0.01 and an anisotropic field H 4/Jy = 0.3. The figure is drawn about different values of the magnetic impurity exchange coupling, Js. The relevant part is the region for Js/Jy > 1.5 (see the text).
	Fig. 4. The calculated magnetic susceptibility for the uperturbed AF as a usual quadratic increase towards the Neel temperature. The perturbed part (dotted line) is the average of nine lattice sites around perturbation.
	Fig. 5. Total calculated magnetic susceptibility for different doping concentrations. Notc that with the exceplion of some temperalure-independent background susceptibility the exact lineshape of the cxperimental data (sce Fig. 2) was obtained.

	POLARONS IN THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL HOLSTEIN-t-J MODEL
	Fig. 1. The lowest energy E of bound hole-magnon-phonon states (solid lines, left scale) and the number of escorting phonons N, (dashed lines, right scale) for k =k, (e) and k= 0 (D). J//t = 0.3, O/t = 0.15. The hole—phonon continuum edge is shown by the dotted linc.
	Fig. 2. Coexistence of self-trapped (O) and free-hole states (o) for J/t=o.l and Q/1=0.15.
	Fig. 3. Dependence of the ground-state energy E on S for different values of J/t.

	DIFFERENCES BETWEEN ONE- AND MULTIBAND HUBBARD MODELS
	Fig. 1. a) Stabilization process for a spin fluctuation in a single-band quantum antiferromagnet. b) Walk on a square when no fluctuation is initially present.
	Fig. 2. Hopping process of a spin cluster. The first action of (32) on state (1) restores as an intermediate step the AF order which has a k boson with the hole. The second action ends up with state (3) where the cluster has been shifted by two sites compared with (1).

	RENORMALIZATION OF ELEMENTARY EXCITATIONS OF THE t-J MODEL WITH DOPING
	Fig. 1. The hole spectral function A(kw). Curves 1 to 3 correspond to z = 0.005, 0.058, and 0.252 (u = —2.6, —2.4, and —1.7, respectively); k = (0,7), J = 0.2, n = 0.015. The dotted lines indicate the zero levels of the spectral function, the scale is arbitrary.
	Fig. 2. Energy bands at z = 0.252. The horizontal dotted line shows the position of the chemical potential.
	Fig. 3. The magnon spectral function B(kw). k = (0, 7/10); curves 1 to 4 correspondto z = 0.01, 0.022, 0.045 (u = —2.52, —2.47, —2.45), and 0.252, respectively.
	Fig. 4. The hole density of states. Curves 1 to 4 correspondto z = 0.005, 0.045, 0.11 (д = —2.25), and 0.252, respectively. The dotted lines indicate the zero levels. The arrows show the positions of the chemical potential.

	EFFECTS OF VIBRONIC COUPLING IN LOW-DIMENSIONAL SYSTEMS
	Fig. 1. Calculated transition energies (shown by continuous curves) of the Isg [(0, 0, 0)] to the (3, 1,0) and (4, 1,0) metastable states including the full effects of polaron interaction and band nonparabolicity for the complete field range are shown. The resonant polaron effect is clearly seen to lead to avoided crossings of the (3, 1,0) and (4, 1,0) metastable states with the states I‘l’l s q) , and |‘l‘2p ,q) . The experimental points are shown by A. The calculated transition energies excluding the polaron effect are also shown (by dashed curves).
	Fig. 2. The calculated polaron correction for the Is, 2p,, and 2p_ energy levels at selected values of the magnetic field for a GaAs/GaAlAs MQW in the nonresonant region in which both the wells and barriers have a width of 150 A.

	ТНЕ Н h2 JAHN-TELLER EFFECT IN ICOSAHEDRAL SYMMETRY
	MULTIMODE JAHN-TELLER EFFECTS IN STRONGLY-COUPLED VIBRONIC SYSTEMS
	Fig. 1. Energies relative to the T, ground state for n =O.l and @, = @, = 0 with the key: T 1 = solid lines, T 7 = short dashes, E states and their accidentally chenerate T 1 states = medium dash, A 9 = long dash.
	Fig. 2. Energies as in Fig. 1 but with n =0.6.
	Fig. 3. Energies as in Fig. 1 but with n =0.9.
	Fig. 4. Energies asin Fig. 1 but with n = 0.6, o =0 and o, = 0.8 о.

	HAWKING PROCESS IN A VIBRONIC SYSTEM: RELAXATION OF STRONG VIBRATION
	QUANTUM EMISSION CAUSED BY OPTICAL NUTATION
	ON A CLASS OF SQUEEZED EXCITED STATES IN EXCITON-PHONON AND JAHN-TELLER SYSTEMS (’EXOTIC STATES’)
	Fig. 1. Eigenfunctions of FG equation (5) for p=-1, D= 15, T=so. All functions below n = 54 display an odd number of nodes, whereas the eigenfunctions n = 54 and n = 57 display an cven number of nodes. For p = +1 the situation is reversed.
	Fig. 2. Contrast in the functional forms of the lowest conventional state (dashed line) and the lowest nonconventional state (’exotic’, solid line), represented by optimized trial wave function (10), which practically coincides with the numerically exact result. Parameter set: p =-1, D = 15, T = 50.
	Fig. 3. Energy uncertainty of variational ansatz (10), the approximate wave function deduced by the Fröhlich-type transformation and adiabatic wave function (15) for p = —l. Solid line: T= 15, dashed line: T= 50.
	Fig. 4. Adiabatic potentials Vfd (@) and v:" (Q) (see Eg. (22)) for fixed transfer T= 50 апа фе coupling constants D = 0 (long dashes), D = 10 (short dashes), D = 20 (solid line). For finite D the upper adiabatic potential approximately corresponds to a squeezed parabola and its squeezed eigenstates are connected with nonconventional states.

	COHERENCE EFFECTS IN REDOX CHEMICAL REACTIONS
	EESTI FÜÜSIKA SELTSI AASTAPREEMIA
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	Fig. 1. The structure of a KDP crystal.
	Fig. 2. The oxygen 6 AOs participating in the A-O bonds (a) and 6 MOs scheme for the AO, tetrahedron (b).
	Fig. 3. The layer structure in the H,SQ crystal (low-temperature phase)
	Fig. 1. Shift of layers such that h stacking is converted into hc stacking. This shift belongs to a wave at the A point (q = 0,0,7/c) with respect to the h lattice.
	Fig. 2. The cooperative Jahn-Teller ordering in CsCußr3. Also the superexchange path of -Cu(b)- Cu(4)-Cl(a)-Cu(3)-C1(b)-Cu(1)-Cl(a)-Cu(2)- with successively acute and almost straight angles is shown.
	Fig. 1. The parent hexagonal perovskite lattice.
	Fig. 2. The exchange spectrum of the CsMg,_,Cu,Cl3 crystal for T=4.2 K, Vl =9.3 GHz. The orientation of B is close to Cs.
	Fig. 3. The low-field (a) and high-field (b) parts of the exchange spectrum of the CsMg,_,Cu,Cl, crystal for T=42K, v, = 37.2 GHz. The orientation of Bis arbitrary.
	Fig. 4. Projections of two face-sharing octahedra (common face is shown by a broken line) on the ab plane. All possible variants of the orientations of long axes in two octahedra are shown. When going from the first octahedron to the second one, the orientation of the long bond is rotated by 60° clockwise (a) and anti-clockwise (b).
	Fig. 1. Dependences of the extremum energies of the adiabatic potential for a defect with one trapped electron in the initial t, state оп the yammcte f nonlinear elastic forces = k /40b", n = 05. 1, W; 2, W; 3, Wš„'p .4, wäz„)o.
	Fig. 2. The same as in Fig. 1, for two electrons in the initial t, state. The vertical line corresponds to t=o.3.
	Fig. 3. The same as in Figs. 1 and 2, for three electrons in the initial t, state
	Absorption spectrum, T=lOK. SrF,:Ag*, plate of 2,2 mm thickness. Spectral decomposition into elementary gaussian bands (---- experimental, — fitted spectrum). Insert: absorption spectrum of a SrF,:Ag* plate (3.2 mm) at T =3OO, 90 K.
	Fig. 1. Spectra of photoluminescence related to Ga vacancy-donor complexes in GaAs:Te (/), GaAs:S (2), GaAs:Sn (3), and GaAs:Si (4). T=2 K.
	Fig. 2. Spectral dependences of the polarization ratio in the 1.18 eV-band of photoluminescence under uniaxial pressure for GaAs:Te (/), GaAs:S (2), GaAs:Sn (3), and GaAs:Si (4). Т= 2 К. a, Pl [loo] ;5, Pl [lll] .P: la, 2a, 3a, 4a, 4b -8 kbar; Ib, 2b, 3b — 10 kbar.
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	Fig. 3. Dependences of the polarization ratio at iw = 1.18 eV on the applicd pressure for GaAs:Te (1), GaAs:S (2), GaAs:Sn (3) and GaAs:Si (4). a,c, P Il [loo] ; 6.4, Pl [lll] . T(K): a, b, 2; с, а, 77.
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	Fig. 4. Calculated dependences of the integrated polarization ratio on the applied pressure for VGaDas (@, b) and Vg,Dg, (. d). а, с, Р || B[loo] ‚Б а, Р|| [lll] . Т(К): / -6, 2 – 77. Values of parameters: deformation potential constants: B = —O.B ¢V, D = —2 eV; spin-orbit splitting: 150 meV; splitting of initial p state due to fixed distortion: -38 meV for Vg,Das, —23 meV for VGaDga; splitting of initial p state due to reorienting distortion: 150 meV.
	Untitled
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	Fig. 5. Characteristic orientations of a Vg,Dg, complex under the external pressure, directed along the [lll] axis (a, &) and the calculated changes in the energies (E) of the emitting state for different complex configurations (c, d). The arrows 14 identify the directions of the reorientable distortion, related to adiabatic potential minima 1-4, shown schematically in 5¢ and 54 for P=o and P = 10 kbar. For the calculation of E(P) for a V,Dg, complex the values of complex parameters of Fig. 4 have been used.
	Fig. 6. Dependences of the polarization ratio at #® = (.95 ¢V on the applicd pressure for GaAs:Te (1), GaAs:S (2), GaAs:Sn (3), and GaAs:Si (4). a,c, P || [loo] ; 6.4, Pl [lll] . T(K): a 5, 2; c, d, 17.
	Fig. 1. Unpolarized first-order resonant Raman spectrum of KI:MnO, at 5 K excited at &. = 2.4093 eV, showing intramolecular and localized vibrations. The weak structures at 32.5, 99.9, and 120.8 meV (not labelled) are due to higher-order scattering processes (2vloc, 2vs, Vi + Vioc).
	Fig. 2. Time dependence of the vy Raman scattering intensity at different temperatures. The excitation photon energy £, = 2.4093 eV. The cxcitation power was 20 mW before and after bleaching and 400 mW during bleaching. All intensities are normalized to the incident lascr power (see the text).
	Fig. 3. Time dependence of the vi Raman scattering intensity at different bleaching powers. 7° = 50 K. The intensities are normalized to the incident power which was 20 mW before and after bleaching and otherwise as indicated.
	Fig. 4. Optical absorption of KI:MnO; around the zero-vibrational transition N = 0 at 50 K before (a) and after (b) bleaching together with the differences curve (c). The sample thickness is 2.5 mm. The bleaching was accomplished at 7 = 50 K with 300 mW from a dye laser (Er, = 2.040 eV), the absorption was measured with 0.3 mW. The inset shows the 'A; — 'T, absorption band of KI:MnO7 at 5 К over a larger spectral range.
	Fig. 1. Orientations of the Z-axes of {g} tensor (at low temperature)
	Fig. 2. Experimental spectra of CsMgCl3:Cu2*.
	Fig. 3. Dependences of simulated spectra (SLE model) on the frequency of random jumps v (Hz) : a, 107; b, 108; c, 10%2; a, 1084; e, 1085; f, 1088; g. 10%; A, 10'9; ;, 101
	Fig. 4. Dependences of two low-ficld hyperfine lines on 31°/A valuce
	Fig. 1. Concentration dependence of LaSrAl,_,Cu,O4 lattice constants.
	Fig. 2. EPR spectrum of LaSrAlgggNig 1004, T=293 K, v=35.6 GHz: a, experimental spectrum; b, simulated spectrum.
	Fig. 3. EPR spectrum of LaSrAlo 9gNig.0204, v =9.32 GHz. a, b, experimental spectra at T=2so K and T=7o K, respectively; c, d, the corresponding simulated spectra.
	Fig. 4. Adiabatic potential of NiOg complexes in the case of a tetragonally extended octahedron for the following values of lz“el/ (2B) : a, 5.5; b, 7.5; c, 12.5.
	Fig. 5. EPR spectra of LaSrAl,_,Cu,O4, T=293K; v =35.14 GHz. a, x=0.02; b, х = 0.10.
	Fig. 6. EPR spectra of LaSrAlg.99oCuo. 1004 v =9.48 GHz. Solid lines — experimental; dashed lines ---- theoretical. a, T=293 K, Kı =0.40; b, T=3OK, K;=0.39; c, T=4.2 K, Kır = 0.09.
	Fig. 7. Adiabatic potential of CuOg complexes in the cases of (a) a tetragonally extended octahedron, (b) an octahedron deformed by the hole delocalized on four-plane oxygen ions, and (c) distortions of the complex at the corresponding minima of the adiabatic potential.
	Fig. 8. Structure of a ferromagnetic cluster in a CuO, layer.
	Fig. 1. Gap function at T' = 0 for Eg. (3) with W = —0.19, V 2 = —0.34, 4’ = —2.22. Energies are in meV. Equipotentials are shown in the (k,, ky) plane.
	Fig. 2. Gap function at T' = 0 for Eg. (3) with V; = —0.29, V 2 = —0.52, w = —1.35. Energies are in meV.
	Fig. 3. Gap function at T' = 0 for Eq. (13) with V. = —0.46, w = —1.35 and « = 0.3. Energies are in meV.
	Fig. 4. Gap function at T' = 0 for Eq. (13) with V. = —0.29, u’ = —2.22 and x = 0.3. Energies are in meV.
	Fig. 5. Real part of dw,o at T = O for an isotropic s-wave (solid line), an anisotropic s-wave (dashed line), and the anisotropic d-wave (short-dashed line) case. The respective parameters are (@) Vo = —0.248, Vi = 0, (b) Vo = V) = —0.15 with u' ~ —2.22,and (c) Vo = 0, V| = —0.299 with 4’ = —1.35. Amaux = 17.6meV in each case.
	Fig. 6. The imaginary part of Šww at T = 0 corresponding to the three situations of Fig. 5
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	Fig. 1. The stretching vibrational frequencies (cxpressed in wavenumbers; A) and the electronic levels (C) of Ce calculated with a four-parameter stretching BCM and a four-parameter LCMO tight-binding model, respectively. The present approximated levels are compared with the vibrational levels calculated by Onida and Benedck (B; ['°]) апа Ше п ¢clectronic levels by Troullicr and Martins (D; ['2]), respectively. Note that there are 90 stretching vibrational modes (A) as compared 10 the 180 modes of the whole spectrum (B; here 37 modes below 496 cm™' arc not shown). л
	Fig. 1. Magnetization of an ’as-prepared’ La2Cu044.5 samplc as a function of temperature. The starting temperatures T, to which the sample was quenched from room temperature are indicated. The uppermost curve was obtained after quenching the sample to 5K and slowly heating it to room temperature. Beginning from the lowest data sct cach curve was shifted upwards by a valuc of 5х 1077 ети в' сотрагей 10 Шс preceding onc. The measuring field was 90 G, the arrows indicatc the direction of the temperature change during the measurcment.
	Fig. 2. Dependence of the diamagnetic signal of an ’as-preparcd’ La2CuO44s sample ( z 0.01) on the temperature 7., at which the sample was cquilibrated aficr having been quenched from room temperature to T.,. The diamagnetic signal was probed at the indicated temperatures, 7'y . Equilibration time intervals (i.e. the period for which the sample was held at T.,), At, at 7., were 10 min (a) and 1 h (b).
	Fig. 3. Recovery of magnetization at TmMm=sK of a La2CuO44s ( z 0.04) sample probed in an isochronal annealing experiment at Tan = 170 K and 220 K. Magnetization (e) was measured at 100 G. The full line is a fit with an exponential law with the time constants 7(170 K)=37oos and 7(220K)=1805.
	Fig. 4. The time constants 7(7an) as a function of the anncaling temperature at which the samples were repeatedly annealed as derived from the isochronal anncaling experiments (cf. cxamples in Fig. 3). Differcnt symbols rcfer to different samples: x, B ’as – prepared’ (6 = 0.01); o loaded with cxcess oxygen at 600 °C in a 700 bar oxygen atmosphere 6 = 0.04.
	Fig. 5. The difference AM of the diamagnetic signals measured at Ty = 5 K after equilibration at T.q for 1 h and 10min, i.e. the difference of the lowermost curves of Fig.2 (M(At = 1h- At = 10 min, T,4). The solid line is a fit with the difference of two exponentials as described in the text.
	Fig. 1. A schematic sketch of the smallest magnetic polaron formed in the AF-ordered CuO; planc via doping with an additional hole. The arrows indicate the main direction of spins only.
	Fig. 2. The measured magnetic susceptibility xg versus temperature for various doping concentrations according to [7].
	Fig. 3. Localized dispersionless states that split up from the AF magnon band (hatched region) for an external magnetic field of Ho/Jo = 0.01 and an anisotropic field H 4/Jy = 0.3. The figure is drawn about different values of the magnetic impurity exchange coupling, Js. The relevant part is the region for Js/Jy > 1.5 (see the text).
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